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A B S T R A C T   

Numerous mechanisms have been proposed to untangle the effect of a low concentration of dissolved salts in the 
water flooding medium. One potential mechanism for enhanced oil movement is proposed with osmosis effect, 
however, the process of water transport through the oil phase, due to a salinity contrast, is not fully understood. 
In our study, we used three aqueous solutions and two alkanes in a series of microfluidic experiments with 
hydrophobically coated glass micro-chips for mimicking the low-salinity waterflooding process in an oil-wet rock 
formation. We created multiple systems of low-salinity water-alkane/high-salinity water in the porous micro-
model, and afterward, continuously monitored the domain for 70 h. We noted that ionic strength and the hy-
drocarbon chain length both played important roles in water diffusion. A salinity contrast of 1.7 g/L-170 g/L 
caused a higher water volumetric flux than 50 g/L-170 g/L for both alkanes. The difference in water volumetric 
fluxes for those two contrasts were not proportional to the salinity contrast during the experimental period. 
There was no simple relationship between the chain length of hydrocarbon and water volumetric flux. Moreover, 
to investigate the effect of salinity on water behavior in heptane, we conducted molecular dynamic (MD) sim-
ulations by considering three different concentrations in the high-salinity water region featuring our experi-
ments. The results indicated that high salinity limited the water diffusion from high-salinity phase into the oil 
phase and reduced the possibility of water entering the heptane phase. Therefore, the net flux of water from the 
pure water side to the salty waterside was enhanced.   

1. Introduction 

In the petroleum industry, low-salinity water flooding (LSWF) has 
been considered as a relatively effective low-cost engineering technique 
for enhanced oil recovery, compared with other chemical injection 
methods [1]. In recent decades, extensive laboratory studies (but not all) 
[2–4] and some field tests [5,6] have shown that the tertiary low salinity 
waterflooding gives better oil recovery performance in sandstone and 
carbonate reservoirs than conventional waterflooding with pure water 
or high-salinity water. Nevertheless, field data validating increased oil 
recovery by low-Sal injection is still limited. Thyne and Gamage [7] 
evaluated the potential for low-salinity waterflooding in the Minnelusa 
Formation in the Powder River Basin of Wyoming. They concluded that 
little or no incremental recovery from the low-salinity injection. Among 
the investigated 51 fields, 23 fields found no significant difference in the 

analysis of water breakthrough timing and water cut evolution between 
fields with low-salinity injection and mixed-water or saline injection. 
More than ten underlying mechanisms have been proposed for 
explaining the low-salinity effect and its contribution to oil displacement 
[8–10]. Currently, there is no consensus on a single mechanism gov-
erning this effect. Some of the mechanisms found in the literature are: 
(1) fines migration and mobilization [11], (2) wettability alteration 
[12], (3) reduced interfacial tension and increased pH effect [13,14], (4) 
multi-component ion exchange (MIE) [15], (5) double layer expansion 
[16], (6) emulsification and micro-dispersion [17] and (7) osmotic 
pressure [18]. Among the above-listed mechanisms, wettability alter-
ation is believed to be the main factor for improving oil recovery, but the 
underlying cause is still unknown. The complexity of oil-brine (liquid- 
liquid) and/or rock-brine-oil (solid-liquid) interactions brings chal-
lenges to determining mechanisms and quantifying their effects [19], 
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and can also cause various counter observations from one suggested 
mechanism to another. Besides, the mechanism of osmosis is indepen-
dent on influence of wettability alteration for explanation residue oil 
motion. Therefore, we don’t discuss the mechanism of wettability 
alteration in this work. The aim of this study is to help deep under-
standing of “osmosis” mechanism and its contribution to oil movement 
during low-salinity waterflooding. 

For fluid-solid interactions, Schmatz, et al. [20] acquired nano-scale 
imaging of oil-water-rock contact using cryogenic broad ion-beam pol-
ishing in combination with scanning electron microscopy. They 
observed that the non-wetting hydrocarbon phase is commonly sepa-
rated from the rock by a thin brine film with local pinning at geometric 
and chemical heterogeneities. As a result of this situation, the injection 
of low-salinity water into a formation containing high-salinity water can 
cause the expansion of such thin brine films due to ionic diffusion [21]. 
Mahani, et al. [22] observed the detachment of crude oil droplets from 
the clay deposited glass substrate and described the kinetics of the low- 
salinity effect. Later on, they simulated the ionic transport using the 
coupled model of Nernst-Planck and Poisson equations and analysed 
dynamics of pressure field evolution inside thin brine films under the 
effect of ionic strength gradient. Recently, Aseyednezhad, et al. [23] 
simulated the same system but using a novel 1-dimensional model. 
Bartels, et al. [24] conducted a series of microfluidic experiments with 
single sinusoidal channel micro-models functionalized with clay parti-
cles and captured the de-wetting process during a tertiary low-salinity 
injection. They considered the formation and expansion of a high- 
salinity water film along the solid substrate as a pore-scale mechanism 
for the low-salinity effect. Moreover, core-flooding experiments using 
micro-CT tomography have proved that pore structure, the forms of 
residual oil patterns (e.g., types of isolated, cluster, network, and film) 
and even surfactant adsorption have significant effect on enhanced oil 
recovery during low-salinity injection [25–27]. 

On the other hand, some researchers highlighted that the effect of 
salinity on the water-oil interactions, i.e., osmosis, micro-emulsions, 
interfacial viscoelasticity, and use of non-ionic surfactant, have been 
overlooked in these studies [28–31]. Salinity may influence local water- 
oil interfacial properties and pressure, which ultimately affect oil gan-
glion dynamics, droplets coalescence and oil phase connectivity. Rücker, 
et al. [32] imaged the dynamic transient process of mobile oil ganglion 
induced by water film swelling by using X-ray computed micro-
tomography. They found that mass transfer in the oil phase was 
accompanied by the meniscus oscillation and coalescence processes. 
Ayirala, et al. [33] experimentally investigated the microscopic-scale 
water ion interactions occurring at the crude-oil/brine interface under 
various salinity conditions. They noticed that the addition of salts could 
promote the transfer of surface-active components in the crude oil from 
the bulk phase into the interface. The sulfates-only brine showed the 
highest viscous and elastic moduli for the interfacial layers, meaning 
that addition of salt could significantly change the dynamic interface 
viscosities. Although the salinity effect has been confirmed by diverse 
experiments, the direct observations of the effect and a plausible 
explanation of mass transfer in oil are rarely reported. In the theory of 
osmosis, the chemical potential difference between two sides of a semi- 
membrane drives a net passage of water to the side being more saline, 
whereas the dissolved ions are excluded in such transport. Osmotic flow 
ceases when the aqueous activities of the two solutions on both sides of 
the membrane are the same, i.e., when the two water regions have 
reached the same salinity. In the analysis of oil displacement, some re-
searchers believe that crude oil can be treated as a semi-permeable 
liquid membrane. Fredriksen, et al. [34] investigated the osmosis ef-
fect on water transport through the oil phase (functioning as a semi- 
permeable membrane) from a low salinity solution towards a high 
salinity solution using capillary experiments, core-flooding experiments, 
and 2D micro-model experiments. They observed the trapped HSW 
water swelling in the long period of brine-oil contact under salinity 
contrasts and obvious oil remobilization during low-salinity water 

flooding. Crestel, et al. [35] conducted experiments in two microfluidic 
systems, one with glass capillary and another with microfabricated 
cavities, for probing the oil motion on a solid substrate immersed in 
water. They observed the oil globule motion in confined systems and 
calculated the water flux induced by the theoretical osmotic pressure. In 
the long-term development for oil reservoirs, water diffusion through 
the oil phase could perform a considerable contribution to residual oil 
remigration for enhanced oil recovery. 

Regarding the micro-dispersion/emulsion process, Emadi and Soh-
rabi [17] employed micro-models to observe interactions between crude 
oil and saline water. They noticed the formation of water micro-droplets 
in the crude oil phase when crude oil contacted with low-salinity water, 
which caused the expansion of connate water and residual oil redistri-
bution. Du, et al. [36] captured the dynamic behavior of trapped oil 
dewetting and swelling during water flooding in micromodels with a 
single dead-end pore and observed the generation of micro-emulsions 
inside the swelling oil phase. They explained the phenomenon of oil 
swelling and micro-emulsions with a theory of water diffusion through 
crude oil low-salinity water towards high-salinity water. Yan, et al. [37] 
performed sets of capillary experiments capturing the movement of 
constrained oil globules induced by salinity contrast and 3D images of 
LSW-oil and HSW-oil interfaces for monitoring the dynamic contact 
angle change during oil movement. They proposed a hypothesis that 
water can be transported through crude oil via water diffusion and 
water-in-oil emulsions. 

From the mentioned literature, there are two primary explanations 
for oil motion due to a salinity contrast: water diffusion through water 
films (formed between oil phase and pore walls) resulting in film 
expansion along water-wet rock surfaces (Fig. 1a) and water transport 
through oil phases (Fig. 1b). Note that here we do not consider the 
chemical reactions between fluids and minerals and the roughness in 
real rocks. The former mechanism (i.e., water diffusion into HSW film) 
comes about when the thin HSW film is directly exposed to an LSW 
environment. In other words, the solid substrate needs to be water-wet 
and the HSW area should not be blocked by the oil phase. In nature, 
HSW is commonly original at the residual state in a green oil reservoir. 
In this situation, the second mechanism (i.e., water diffusion through oil 
phase) becomes sensible for explaining the HSW expansion. Conse-
quently, the research questions could be whether the oil phase can be 
treated as a membrane and what causes the water diffusion through the 
squeezed oil phase. 

Although some works, e.g., Sandengen, et al. [28], have shown the 
swelling phenomenon of individual water droplets in a pure oil phase by 
osmotic-like flow, it is difficult to attribute this behavior to osmosis 
without further research. Also, in literature, the two processes of con-
ventional osmosis and water diffusion in the oil phase are often mixed. 
Classically, the membrane considered in osmosis, e.g., biological, syn-
thetic, or polymeric membrane, is normally insoluble to the aqueous 
phase. Lakshminarayanaiah and White [38] conducted experiments on 
water flow through solid polymeric and nonaqueous liquid membranes 
and found that the process of water transport through a rigid membrane 
physically differs from that through a liquid membrane. In the case of 
the solid membranes, e.g., an hollow fiber polyamide membrane [39], 
water flow is driven by the osmotic force from pure water to the saline 
water compartment and the pathway depends on the porous membrane 
properties, such as pore radius, permeability, and surface electrical 
behavior. In the case of organic liquid membranes, water diffusion is 
described as the motion of a species by means of kinetic jumps into 
neighboring vacancies, where the water pathway cannot be defined 
because of the kinetic motion of all molecules. Even though the phe-
nomenon of salt solution expansion may look like osmosis under a 
macroscale observation, the organic phase cannot be treated as a rigid 
membrane. 

On the other hand, the hydrocarbon layer thickness in organic liq-
uids and salinity in aqueous solutions play an important role in the water 
solubility in hydrocarbon liquids [40], especially in crude oil containing 
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natural surfactants. Schatzberg [41] investigated the diffusion coeffi-
cient of water in four types of hydrocarbon liquids and concluded that 
the solubility of water decreased with increasing molecular weight in 
saturated hydrocarbons. Heidman, et al. [42] found that the solubility of 
water in hydrocarbons is at least two orders of magnitude higher than 
the solubility of hydrocarbons in water, which depended on the polar-
izability and van der Waals interactions between the hydrocarbon and 
water. According to the Hildebrand solubility formula [43] salt signifi-
cantly affects water activity and the solubility in hydrocarbon liquids. 
Presumably, higher salt concentration decreases water activity and 
solubility. For low-salinity flooding of a hydrocarbon reservoir, salinity 
in an aqueous solution would influence the water solubility and water 
concentration in the crude oil phase during the tertiary low-salinity 
waterflooding. Aldousary and Kovscek [44] reported measurements of 
water content in crude oil after exposing it to different salinity brines for 
several days. The results showed that the crude oil gained the highest 
water concentration when contacted with deionized water, and the 
concentration was about 25 times less when contacted with formation 
water that had an ionic strength of approximately 150,000 mg/L. 
Mokhtari and Ayatollahi [45] reached a similar conclusion by directly 
observing the dynamic change of water droplets at the crude oil/water 
interface with different brine samples over 45 days. Although various 
organic compounds, e.g., aromatics, asphaltic, etc., in crude oil might 
influence the movement of water molecules in oil to some extent, the salt 

concentration in the aqueous phase undoubtedly is a determining factor 
for the water solubility in oil. 

From a molecular-scale perspective, molecular simulations (MD) 
have been employed in recent decades to study the salinity effect on the 
oil-water interface behavior. Such simulations are proven to be an 
effective tool for capturing molecular movements and further eluci-
dating the underlying mechanisms for the transport of small molecules 
across a membrane, and thereby the continuum-scale transport process 
[46]. Marrink and Berendsen [47] performed molecular dynamics sim-
ulations on a phospholipid/water system and obtained insight into the 
water transport through a lipid membrane. By computing the free en-
ergy and diffusion rate profiles of water molecules across the bilayer, 
they determined the water permeation rate and proposed a combined 
solubility-diffusion model by taking the inhomogeneity of the mem-
brane into account for describing the theoretical permeation process. 
Zhao, et al. [48] investigated the salinity effect on the water/n-decane 
interface by simulating six cases with different NaCl concentrations 
from 0 to 1.0 M. In their work, the simulation case with 0.2 mol NaCl 
yielded the minimum interfacial tension value and the maximum con-
tact angle of a decane droplet on a water surface, which showed an 
optimal salinity to reach a minimum interfacial tension (IFT) value. 
Zhang, et al. [49] discussed the diffusion behavior of microscopic par-
ticles and their distribution at fluorobenzene-water and pentanol-water 
interfaces at a molecular scale. They observed that more water 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of oil motion caused by water diffusion through a water film and oil phase, respectively. (a) shows the expansion of the confined HSW 
layer between the oil and the solid surface. The blue arrows indicate the water transport into the HSW layer. The ion concentration is correspondingly reduced. (b) 
shows the expansion of the HSW layer blocked by the oil phase. The dashed arrows give the direction of water transport. The ion concentration becomes less due to 
the increase in water molecules. The HSW regions in both pictures have expanded due to tertiary LSW flooding and have lower ion concentrations. As a result, the 
confined oil regions become remobilized. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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molecules entered into the pentanol region with an increase in the NaCl 
concentration, leading to a rougher and thicker interface. Moreover, the 
diffusion coefficient of water molecules became lower when electrolyte 
ions were added to the brine. Although the effects of salinity on wetta-
bility and interfacial phenomena have been studied in depth, the oil 
displacement caused by water transport through hydrocarbon liquids 
has not been directly observed nor investigated yet via MD simulations. 

In this work, to quantitively evaluate the process of water diffusion 
through an n-alkane phase and its contribution to the remobilization of 
constrained oil, we conducted a series of experiments in glass micro-
fluidic devices with complex pore structures, mimicking the conditions 
at the tertiary low-salinity waterflooding process in oil reservoirs. Crude 
oils are customarily characterized by the type of hydrocarbon compound 
that is most prevalent in them: alkanes, naphthenes, and aromatics. The 
composition of crude oil varies depending on the geological reservoir 
and source. Alberta Sweet Mix Blend oil was identified to contain 281 
compounds, where the n-alkane distribution shows that n-C8 to n-C17 
were present in a higher concentration than other n-alkanes [50]. Our 
previous work [37] showed that the salinity contrast could affect the 
constrained crude oil movement. However, due to the complex com-
ponents of crude oil, it is difficult to give a quantitative analysis and to 
properly distinguish the contributions of each compound to the exper-
imental results. Therefore, we consider choosing two normal alkanes 
with different carbon chain lengths to present the experiments and 
reflect the phenomenon of water transport through oil. 

The transparent micromodel provides an ideal environment to 
visualize dyed fluids and their behaviors in the porous medium. Before 
the experiments, the micromodels were treated to become hydrophobic 
in order to gain an oil-wet solid and prevent the formation of thin water 
films on the pore walls. After three rounds of fluid injection, we created 
multiple sandwich-like systems of LSW-alkane-HSW inside the irregular- 
shaped pores, shown like the distribution in Fig. 2, where the oil phase 
was confined between LSW and HSW. The injection procedures are 
explained in detail in the Section 3.2. We used three aqueous solutions 
(1.7 g/L LSW, 50 g/L LSW, 170 g/L HSW) together with two different 
alkanes (n-heptane and n-dodecane). By continuously monitoring the 
areas of interest for 70 h, we captured the movement of alkane/water 
interfaces and changes in the HSW regions. With the aid of the relevant 
image processing and measurement, we estimated the process of water 
diffusion and its contribution to the HSW swelling. Furthermore, we 
carried out MD simulations with three different brines to better under-
stand the molecular mechanisms of water diffusion in the n-heptane 
phase due to the salinity difference. As the molecular level resolution 
(corresponding to nanoseconds and angstrom scales) is significantly 
higher than those in pore-scale experiments, MD simulations allowed us 
to observe the behavior of water molecules across the heptane phase at 
various positions that are difficult to be directly observed and analysed 
in pore-scale experiments. 

In the following, Section 2 reviews Fick’s law for describing the 
water solubility-diffusion through alkane phases. Then, we provide 
detailed descriptions of the microfluidic experiments and the 

microscopic optic set-up, as well as details of MD simulations in Section 
3. In Section 4 the method of calculation of HSW expansion and 
experimental results are given and we discuss the difference between the 
two alkane phases. Thereafter, simulation results are shown and dis-
cussed, including the number of water molecules passing through the 
heptane phase and diffusion pathways. Finally, the main conclusions are 
summarized. 

2. Theory of water diffusion through the n-alkane phase 

Consider a formation initially saturated with high-salinity water and 
crude oil. When a tertiary low-salinity waterflood is applied to the for-
mation, the original fluid-solid contact system of oil-HSW-rock turns 
into a system of LSW-oil-HSW-rock. The irregular dead-end pores will 
capture three types of fluids: low-salinity (bulk phase), sandwiched 
crude oil, and high-salinity water (connate water). In this paper, we do 
not consider any interaction between crude oil and water, such as 
emulsification, and we simplify the crude oil as a pure alkane phase. 
Therefore, the fluid contacts can be presented by a sandwich-like system 
of LSW-pure alkane-HSW, as shown in Fig. 2. When LSW (Fig. 2, left 
part) meets the alkane phase, the LSW-alkane interface gains more water 
than the HSW-alkane interface due to the higher solubility of LSW than 
HSW in the alkane. The diffusion coefficient for salt ions within the 
alkane phase is extremely low (~10− 12 m2/s), and therefore salt ions 
cannot easily diffuse through the alkane [44]. After dissolving, water 
molecules undergo a diffusive transport to move across the alkane phase 
from the LSW side to the HSW side and then enter the HSW region. This 
leads to the expansion of HSW, resulting in the increase of pressure in-
side the HSW and expelling constrained oil out of the dead-end pore. 

The mass flux of water dissolved in oil, Jw (mole of water per unit 
area per time) is given by Fick’s first law, Jw = − Dw∇cw, where Dw is the 
diffusion coefficient of water in oil and cw is the molar concentration of 
water. For cases that the solute molecule is smaller than the solvent, the 
diffusion coefficient can be approximately calculated by the modified 
Stokes-Einstein equation, Dw = kBT

6πη0.78r, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant 
(m2 • kg • s− 2 • K− 1), T is the absolute temperature (K), η is the shear 
viscosity of the solvent (kg • m− 1 • s− 2) and r is the radius of the solute 
(m) [51,52]. Under stationary conditions, the flux of water through the 
alkane phase in the direction of the concentration gradient can be 
approximated as 

Jw,x = − Dw
∂cw

∂x
= Dw

cLSW − cHSW

Δx
(1)  

where cLSW and cHSW are the water concentrations in the oil at the LSW- 
alkane and HSW-alkane interfaces, respectively, and Δx is the distance 
between these two interfaces. As mentioned in the Introduction, the 
ionic strength can strongly impact the water concentration in the crude 
oil phase [44,45]. The relationship is not linear, meaning that there is an 
optimal salt concentration leading to the lowest water content [37]. The 
exact relationship of water solubility in n-alkane versus salinity is barely 
studied in the literature, which causes a challenge to calculate the 

Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of water transport in the n-alkane phase via diffusion in one system of LSW-alkane-HSW formed in one dead-end pore. The left part and 
right part present low-salinity water region and high-salinity water region, respectively. The pore surface is assumed to be oil wet. 
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accurate water mass flux in an alkane. To quantify the water volumetric 
flux and mass flux, a series of microfluidic experiments have been con-
ducted. In Section 4, by measuring the area change of trapped HSW in 
our experiments, we estimate a relationship between salinity and water 
volumetric flux. 

3. Microfluidic experiments and molecular simulation details 

3.1. Observation setup and micromodel information 

To obtain the direct pore-scale visualization of fluid behavior, we 
build an optic setup using an Olympus SZX7 Zoom Stereo Microscope 
and a 9-megapixel UC90 digital camera (Fig. 3a). The microscope has a 
magnification range of 8x to 56x. The camera allows us to obtain color 
images with a high resolution of ~0.83 µm/pixel. The micro-chip holder 
is placed on the manually driven stage on the microscope platform. A 
dual-drive system syringe pump, Harvard Apparatus Pump 33 DDS, is 
used for fluid injection into the microchip for mimicking the low-salinity 
waterflooding process in an oil reservoir. The quasi-2D microchip is 
provided by Micronit Technologies B.V., the Netherlands. The pore 
network of the microchip (Fig. 3b) has a domain of 10 mm (width) ×20 
mm (length), with a permeability of 2.5 Darcy and a porosity of 57%. 
Note that the porosity and permeability are expected not to affect on the 
water transport through oil phase in the pore space of micro-chips. It is 
made of borosilicate glass and designed with random grain structures 
(white areas in the figure) to represent the rock shape in one slice of 
sandstone. Anisotropic acid etching method is applied to achieve the 
pore spaces with a uniform depth of 20 µm. 

To avoid the formation of water-thin films on the pore walls, we 
rendered the wettability of micro-chips from naturally water-wet to oil- 
wet. A siliconizing fluid, 1,7-Dichloro-1,1,3,3,5,5,7,7-Octamethyltetra-
siloxane, was used for this purpose. The procedure, similar to the pro-
cedure used in Arab, et al. [53], is briefly explained below.  

• Dilute the siliconizing fluid in heptane to make a 1% v/v solution.  
• Sequentially inject the solution, heptane, and methanol into a dry 

and clean microfluidic chip with an injection rate of 50 µL/min for 5 
min each.  

• Dry the chip in the oven at 80 ◦C for 24 h. 

After treatment, the chip surface renders to strongly oil-wet with a 
water contact angle of ≈97◦ and a dodecane contact angle of ≈17◦. The 
measurements of contact angles are shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, we 
assumed that there were no thin water films along the grain surfaces and 
no water flux through corners. Moreover, our previous work [37] in 
glass-based capillary has demonstrated that there was no fluorescent 

water film generated along the capillaries, either with hydrophilic 
capillaries or hydrophobic capillaries. 

3.2. Fluid preparation and injection procedures 

We prepared four types of fluids for our experiments: low-salinity 
water, high-salinity water, n-heptane, and n-dodecane. High-salinity 
water (brine) was synthetically made by mixing deionized water and 
different amounts of four pure salts to produce a ≈170 g/L solution: 
NaCl, Na2SO4, MgCl2⋅6H2O, and CaCl2 • 2H2O. All chemicals were 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The composition of high-salinity brine is 
listed in Table 1. Then, we diluted the HSW either 100 times or 3.4 times 
to obtain two low salinity brines of 1.7 g/L LSW and 50 g/L LSW, 
respectively. Two kinds of n-alkane with different hydrocarbon chain 
lengths, n-heptane (C7H16) and n-dodecane (C12H26), were selected as 
the oil. 

To clearly distinguish the three phases under the camera, we dyed 
the low-salinity brine and oil with two different chemicals, methylene 
blue, and Sudan red, respectively. Note that both dyes have strong 
staining functions, so only a small amount is required to achieve the 
staining effect, which does not affect the salinity concentration or fluid 
properties of the alkenes. Methylene blue made the 1.7 g/L LSW and 50 
g/L HSW appear blue under the microscope. Oil was tinted brown by 
Sudan red, a yellowish-red dye. No dye was added to the 170 g/L high 
salinity brine, which remained transparent. Thereafter, we always 
filtered the dyed solution to remove undissolved dye particles and pre-
vent pore clogging. 

For placing the LSW-alkane-HSW system inside a microchip, we first 
vacuumed all the air in a wettability-modified and dry microchip, then 
saturated it with high-salinity water considered as connate water. Sub-
sequently, the alkane phase, i.e., heptane or dodecane, was injected at a 
rate of 100 μL/min to displace most of the HSW out of the microchip. 
With this relatively high injection rate, not all of HSW could be displaced 
by the injected oil, and a residual HSW remained in the microchip. Next, 
LSW was injected at a rate of 5 μL/min (around 0.4 ft/day) to flush out 
most of the oil. The injection was stopped when the LSW breakthrough 
occurred. We waited 30 min to allow fluid distribution inside the 
microchip to become stable. Finally, the inlet and outlet valves were 
shut to avoid external interference. This injection procedure allowed us 
to obtain multiple sandwich-like clusters of LSW-alkane-HSW in the 
irregular-shaped pores. Due to imaging limitations, we had to choose an 
area of interest to maximize the resolution when observing an individual 
LSW-alkane-HSW cluster. To acquire the change of water-oil interfaces, 
the observed area was continuously monitored for at least 48 h at room 
temperature. Overall, two sets of experiments were carried out: one with 
pure n-heptane and another with pure n–dodecane. Next to these, two 

Fig. 3. The schematic picture of observation setup (a) and a design of the microchip (b). The white areas in (b) represent the grain structures, while black areas are 
the pore space and inlet/outlet channels. 
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reference experiments were performed without a salinity contrast, 
where the injected and initial water solutions both had a salinity of 1.7 
g/L. Various experiments are listed in Table 2. Each experiment was 
repeated at least twice to check the reproducibility. 

3.3. Estimation of water flux into the alkane phase 

From the images of an LSW-alkane-HSW cluster in the microchips, 
we can obtain direct information on the width of the alkane phase, the 
contact areas of LSW-alkane and HSW-alkane, and volume changes of 
HSW and LSW. Here we relate the water mass flux through the oil to the 
change of volume of HSW. To obtain comparable results in water flux in 
different experiments, we need a method for normalizing the water 
diffusion flux for different phase geometries. The schematic geometry of 
an LSW-alkane-HSW system is shown in Fig. 5. As the confined alkane 
commonly has irregular geometry, we consider the water diffusion only 
in the direction of the minimum thickness of oil, denoted by doil, and use 
this distance as the length of water transport through the oil from the 
LSW to the HSW. We assume that the water transport through the oil 
phase occurs over an average cross-sectional area Ac

ave = hLave, where h 
is the height of the pores in the micro-fluidics chip and Lave is the average 
of lengths of HSW-alkane and LSW-alkane interfaces. Thus, the water 
mass flux through an oil meniscus can be also approximated as: 
∫

Ac
ave

JwdA ≃ JwhLave = Dw
cLSW − cHSW

doil
hLave (2) 

Next, consider the rate of volume increase of the HSW region, Qw. 
This can be written as: 

Qw =
dVHSW

dt
= h

dAHSW

dt
(3)  

where AHSW is the observed planar area of HSW. The right-hand side of 
Eq. (2) is equal to the right of Eq. (3) multiplied by water density, ρw: 

Dw
cLSW − cHSW

doil
Lave = ρw

dAHSW

dt
(4) 

Using Eq. (4), the water mass flux in two alkanes with different 
salinity contrast, Dw(cLSW − cHSW)/doil, can be evaluated. To compare the 
water volumetric flux for different cases, we define reference parameters 
as: tref =

doilA0
DwLave

, and Qref = hA0/tref , where A0 is the initial area of HSW. 
The corresponding dimensionless forms can be given as, A* = AHSW/A0, 
t* = t/tref , and Q* = Qw

Qref
=

doil
DwLave

dAHSW
dt . In the next section, we will show 

the HSW area change, water mass flux for individual observed regions, 
and plot the function of dimensionless volumetric flux versus dimen-
sionless time. The error of area measurement is 3%. From the literature 
[52], we find the diffusion coefficients of water in heptane and dodecane 
are 7.4 ± 0.75×10− 9 m2/s and 3.0 ± 0.27×10− 9 m2/s. Furthermore, the 
concentration difference between LSW-alkane interface and HSW- 
alkane interface, (cLSW − cHSW), is able to be estimated, which allows us 
to compare the rate of concentration change Δc/cw0 with the increase 
rate of HSW area ΔAHSW/AH0, where cw0 and Aw0 are the initial water 
concentration at LSW-alkane interface and initial HSW area, respec-
tively. We assume the initial water concentration is the solubility of pure 
water in alkanes. Here the values are 0.091 g/L and 0.065 g/L for 
heptane and dodecane, respectively, given by the literature [43]. 

3.4. Molecular dynamic model and simulation details 

In order to explore the water salinity effect on water transport across 
an oil film and the resulting alkane remobilization at a pore-scale, a 
simulation system consisting of the major ingredients used in experi-
ments was designed. The dimension of the system is shown in Fig. 6. All 
MD simulations were carried out using the LAMMPS package [54]. The 
visualization and analysis were implemented by the OVITO software 
[55]. Specifically, pure water (PW) and saline water (SW) were set on 
the two sides of a layer of oil phase (pure heptane). The system was 
assigned periodic boundary conditions. However, in order to guarantee 
the differences in salinity at two sides of the oil phase, graphene layers 
were used as separators on the z-direction at both ends of the simulation 
box, like many previous studies [56–58]. The graphene layers would not 
affect the interactions of water molecules with the oil phase due to the 

Fig. 4. Pictures of contact angle on the modified glass micro-chips.  

Table 1 
Chemical composition of high-salinity brines at ambient conditions.  

Ion Compound added Mol. Weight (g/mole) HSW Concentrations (mg/L) 

Na+ NaCl 58.44 50,374 
Ca2+ CaCl2 • 2H2O 146.8 10,983 
Mg2+ MgCl2 ⋅6H2O 203.1 1586 
SO2+

4 
Na2SO4 142.04 234 

Cl− 109,181 
TDS*   172,358  

* Total dissolved solids. 

Table 2 
List of experiments conducted in micro-chips.  

Exp. No Alkane type Resident water Flooding solution Info. 

1 n-heptane HSW (170 g/L) LSW (1.7 g/L)  
2 HSW (170 g/L) LSW (50 g/L)  
3 LSW (1.7 g/L) LSW (1.7 g/L) reference 
4 n-dodecane HSW (170 g/L) LSW (1.7 g/L)  
5 HSW (170 g/L) LSW (50 g/L)  
6 LSW (1.7 g/L) LSW (1.7 g/L) reference  

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of an LSW-alkane-HSW system. The direction 
of water mass flux diffusing through one alkane phase is shown by light blue 
arrows. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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cut-off distance. The oil phase had a thickness of 36 Å covering the 
whole cross-sectional area of the simulation box (102×51 Å2). The 
density of the oil phase was calibrated to match experimental mea-
surements [59,60]. In total, the system contained 705 heptane mole-
cules and 16,374 water molecules (half on each side). The Na+ and Cl−

ion concentration in one of the water layers was chosen so as to corre-
spond with the experiments in this work, namely with the concentration 
of 0%, 5%, and 20%. Thus, three types of systems with ion concentration 
differences between two water-solution layers of 0%-0%, 0%-5%, and 
0%-20% were modeled. 

The Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations All-Atom (OPLS- 
AA) force field was applied for heptane molecules [61], and the simple 
point charge (SPC) model was used to describe water molecules [62]. 
Na+ and Cl− ions were modeled using the Leonard-Jones parameters 
derived by Aluru et al. [63]. Leonard-Jones potential (LJ 12–6) and the 
Coulomb potential were employed to describe the non-bonded interac-
tion and the electrostatic interaction, respectively, as defined by Eq. (5) 
below: 

Vnon− bonded = 4εij

[

(
σij

rij
)

12
− (

σij

rij
)

6

]

+
qiqj

4πε0rij
(5)  

where εij and σij denote the energy well depth and van der Waals radius, 
and qi were the atomic charge of atom i. Arithmetic mixing rule was 
adopted to calculate LJ potentials between species i and j. The cut-off 
distance was 12 Å. For long-range electrostatic interactions, the 
particle-particle particle-mesh (PPPM) method was chosen [64]. The 
force field parameters for all atoms were given in Table SI-1 in the 
supporting materials. 

For all simulations, the graphene separators were position fixed as 
the solid wall. The rest of the system was first energy-minimized using 
the steepest descent method and subsequently subjected to equilibration 
under the NVT ensemble. The time step used in the simulation was 1 fs. 
The temperature of the system was fixed to 340 K using the Nosé–Ho-
over thermostat with a damping coefficient of 100 fs [65]. The equili-
bration time of the system was 1 ns. Five independent simulations were 
carried out for each system, each with a simulation length of 46 ns. The 
trajectory of the simulation was collected every 10000 fs during the 
simulation for the analysis of water diffusion and mass transport in the 
system. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Microfluidic experiment with n-heptane 

In this part, we will discuss the results of experiments No.1-No.3 (see 
Table 2) with the pure n-heptane. In none of the experiments with 
alkane, emulsification was observed. The observed domain of experi-
ment No.1 was continuously monitored for 70 h (Fig. 7). The bulk phase 

of 1.7 g/L LSW was recognized by its bluish color. The light grey areas 
were the solid grains and the connate of water 170 g/L HSW was 
transparent. The interface between the grains and the HSW was visible 
as darker lines. The HSW was trapped by the wetting phase heptane. 
Light brown areas showed the heptane phase confined between low- 
salinity water and high-salinity water. The color of HSW and the 
grains are identical, but we can easily filter out the areas of the grain by 
using the micromodel mask in image analysis. The dashed squares 
represented the two regions selected for detailed analysis, which showed 
relatively isolated LSW-oil-HSW clusters. 

Fig. 8 shows the change of HSW area of Region 1 during 70 h of 
monitoring. Information on Region 2 is provided in the supplementary 
materials and plotted in Fig. 9. We observed a significant swelling of the 
HSW area during the experiment. The curvature of the HSW water- 
alkane interface gradually increased, indicating the change of capil-
lary pressure between the HSW and the oil. The distance between the 
HSW and LSW interfaces decreased during the observation period. 

By measuring the area of HSW and the oil area (shown in Fig. 9a), we 
noticed that the HSW areas in Region 1 and Region 2 grew by 119.4% 
and 261.3%, respectively, during the 70 h of observation, while the 
heptane areas in both regions remained nearly unchanged. With the 
strong oil-wet microchip, we assumed that there were no thin water 
films on the surface of the grains. Therefore, the increase in HSW area 
was attributed to water passing through the heptane region only. We 
plotted the water mass flux Jw for two regions at six different times, as 
shown in Fig. 9b. There was a slight difference between the two regions 
because of the different oil thickness doil. The average water mass flux for 
the two regions was 1.7×10− 7 kg/(m2 • s). The corresponding concen-
tration difference of water at two water-oil interfaces was presented in 
Fig. 9c and displayed a slow downward trend with the increase in time. 
This means the water solubility difference was reduced as a result of the 
dilution in HSW regions, which supports the hypothesis we proposed in 
Section 2, namely water diffusion through the n-alkane phase due to the 
solubility difference of water at two interfaces of water-alkane. The 
water volumetric flux enters the trapped HSW between oil and solid 
grain and causes its volume increase, resulting in the pressure increase 
inside the HSW and the constrained oil relocation. The averaged water 
solubility difference for two observed regions was about 2.7×10− 3 g/L. 
Moreover, the plot of Δc/cw0 versus ΔAHSW/AH0 (see inset in Fig. 9c) 
shows that the reduction in the concentration difference was not a linear 
function of increased HSW area. This was found in other experiments as 
well. 

To evaluate the effect of salt concentration, the concentration of LSW 
was increased to 50 g/L in experiment No.2. Detailed information of the 
observed domain can be found in Section 2 of the supplementary 
document. The changes of heptane area and HSW area over 70 h of 
monitoring are shown in Fig. 10a. The measurements indicated that the 

Fig. 6. Simulation system and the structures of the molecular components.  Fig. 7. The observed domain in experiment No.1, where the oil phase was pure 
n-heptane. The dashed squares are the selected regions for quantifying the HSW 
area change. 
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Fig. 8. Images of the isolated LSW-heptane-HSW cluster in Region 1 at six different times from 0 to 70 h. The bluish area presents 1.7 g/L LSW as the bulk phase. 
Heptane is shown in brown, and 170 g/L HSW is confined by heptane and solid surfaces. 
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Fig. 9. Results of area changes in Region 1 and Region 2, for the case of LSW having a salt concentration of 1.7 g/L. (a) The area changes of heptane and HSW in the 
two regions for 70 h. The measurement error is indicated in the shadow band. (b) The water mass flux as a function of time. (c) The water concentration difference 
between LSW-heptane interface and HSW-heptane interface. The inset figure presents a relationship between the water concentration change and the HSW 
area change. 
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HSW area had a slight swelling, reaching a plateau after about 30 h, and 
eventually increased by 20.7% after 70 h, while oil region area remained 
relatively constant. The increase of HSW area was much less than in 
experiment No.1. The results of water mass flux at six moments are 
shown in Fig. 10b. The trend presented that at the first 24 h, water mass 
flux in heptane decreased rapidly by 51.8%, but after 36 h it levelled off. 
Correspondingly, concentration differences of water at two water- 
alkane interfaces (presented in Fig. 10c) showed a dramatic drop then 
gradually decreased. The inset figure shows the non-linear relationship 
between water solubility change and HSW area change as well. 

In the baseline experiment No.3, where connate and injected water 
had equal salinity of 1.7 g/L, we did not observe significant changes in 
the water and heptane areas, indicating that a low-ionic environment 
without a salinity contrast did not induce water transport through oil 
and oil motion. The images are presented in Section 3 of the supple-
mentary document. 

4.2. Microfluidic experiments with n-dodecane 

In order to investigate the influence of hydrocarbon length on water 
diffusion, we chose n-dodecane as another alkane solution and con-
ducted experiments No.4-No.6 with the same procedures as in the pre-
vious experiments. In experiment No.4 with 1.7 g/L LSW and 170 g/L 
HSW, two regions were selected to study changes in HSW and oil clusters 
in detail; see Fig. 11. 

The zoomed images of Region 1 during 70 h of monitoring are shown 
in Fig. 12. The individual images for Region 2 are given in the supple-
mentary materials. We see that Region 1 had a significant increase in 
HSW area, like the experiments with heptane. The interface of HSW- 
dodecane increased, and the distance between HSW and LSW gradu-
ally decreased. Based on the area measurements, see Fig. 13a, we found 
that the HSW area of Region 1 grew by 41.2% after 70 h, while oil areas 
did not have an obvious change. The water mass fluxes at six moments 
are plotted in Fig. 13b, showing that the two HSW regions had very close 
values of water mass fluxes in dodecane and the same variation trend. 
Fig. 13c shows the concentration differences of water in dodecane for 
two regions and the non-linear relationship between concentration 
change and area change. The concentration differences kept reducing 
during 70 h, which was caused by the continuous dilution of HSW and 
the rise in water concentration at the HSW-dodecane interface. 

Experiment No.5, with 50 g/L LSW and 170 g/L HSW, was performed 
to investigate the effect of salinity on the water penetration through 
dodecane. Images of the observed domain and the selected region can be 
found in Section 5 of the supplementary document. The area change of 
HSW, water mass flux through dodecane and water concentration dif-
ference are plotted in Fig. 14. As the behavior of HSW area was very 
similar to the behavior in the No.2 experiment, we did not explain the 
swelling phenomenon in HSW area, the tendency of water mass flux, and 
the change in concentration difference. The reference experiment, 
where both water phases were 1.7 g/L LSW, indicated that there was no 
significant change of trapped connate water. The images are shown in 
Section 6 of the supplementary document. 

4.3. Effect of hydrocarbon length and salinity 

In order to compare the water volumetric flux for different cases, we 
calculated the dimensionless form versus dimensionless time, shown in 
Fig. 15. In all cases, the water volumetric flux was relatively high at the 
beginning and then rapidly declined until reaching low levels at the later 
stage. The results indicated that water diffused through both alkanes and 
the flux is strongly affected by the salinity contrast at two sides of 
alkane. Regarding the salinity effect, a salinity contrast of 1.7 g/L-170 g/ 
L caused higher water volumetric fluxes in both alkanes than 50 g/L- 
170 g/L. Notably, the difference in volumetric flux between 1.7 g/L and 
50 g/L was not proportional to the salinity contrast, which reflected the 
effect of salinity on the water solubility in alkanes. The continuously 
diluting HSW area caused a changing water solubility at the HSW-alkane 
interface, leading to the non-linear change of water concentration dif-
ference between two interfaces of alkanes. However, water volumetric 
flux through dodecane was higher than through heptane but it had a 
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Fig. 10. Results of observations of heptane and HSW, for the case of LSW having a salt concentration of 50 g/L. (a) This figure shows the area changes of heptane and 
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Fig. 11. The observed domain in experiment No.4 with pure n-dodecane. The 
blue dashed squares are the selected regions for quantifying the HSW area 
change. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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faster drop at the initial period (t*<25). After t*>50, dodecane and 
heptane had closer water volumetric fluxes, which reflected that the 
salinity had a different influence on the water solubility in different 
alkane phases. However, it is difficult to find a simple relationship be-
tween the chain length of hydrocarbon and water volumetric flux. This 
would require more experiments and data involving more types of al-
kanes. In the next section, we will show results of molecular dynamics 
simulations of the salinity effect on diffusion of water molecules through 
heptane and give a qualitative observation of water transport at a mo-
lecular scale. 

4.4. Molecular scale water diffusion 

Diffusion of water molecules across the oil phase were captured by 
molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. Results corroborates experi-
mental observations. As seen from the diffusing trajectory, shown in 
Fig. 16a, a fraction of water molecules from the pure water (PW) phase 
can migrate through the oil phase into the saline water (SW) phase. 
Movement of a water molecule across the oil phase was a random and 
rare event in the simulations. Typically, a water molecule sampled the 
PW phase for a significantly long simulation time, and by chance swiftly 
diffused through the oil layer into the SW phase (Fig. 16a). For obtaining 
a quantitative net inflow of water molecules, the changes in the number 

Fig. 12. Images of an LSW-dodecane-HSW system at six different times from 0 to 70 h. The bluish area presents 1.7 g/L LSW as the bulk phase. Dodecane is shown in 
brown, and we observe changes in the transparent 170 g/L HSW confined by dodecane and solid surfaces. 
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of water molecules in and out of the SW phase were monitored in the 
simulations. As shown in Fig. 16b and Fig. SI9, the net inflow of water 
molecules were significantly different among the three model systems 
that were already introduced in Section 3. For the system with two pure 
water phases (0%-0%), no obvious net inflow was observed between the 
two PW phases, meaning there was no obvious statistical directionality 
in water migration across the oil phase. For a higher salinity in the SW 
phases of 5% and 20% NaCl, net inflow of water molecules toward the 
PW phase was identified, with the threshold increasing the ion con-
centration in the SW phase (Fig. 16b). During the whole simulation, no 
ion was monitored diffused through the oil phase. Such results strongly 
suggested a correlation between water diffusion preferences and the ion 
concentration differences in the system and provided atomic-scale 
validation to the findings in the microfluidic experiments. It should be 
noted here that the oil phase used in the simulation system was orders of 
magnitude thinner than in experiments for the purpose of revealing 
water diffusion in the oil phase in a feasible simulation time. Water 
diffusion through the oil phase in experiments should require a much 
longer time in reality. 

Water molecules diffused through the oil phase in the system need to 
cross two interfaces. The nature of the oil-water interface played a key 
role in the net inflow of water migration. The average equilibrium 
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Fig. 14. Results of observations of dodecane and HSW for the case of LSW having a salt concentration of 50 g/L. (a) Area changes of dodecane and HSW as a function 
of time. The measurement error is presented by the shadow band. (b) The water mass flux as a function of time. (c) The change of water concentration difference 
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Fig. 16. Water diffusion across the oil phase and net diffusion in the systems. (a) A typical migration trajectory of a water molecule across the oil phase (the abrupt 
steps of trajectory in the oil phase resulted from the periodic boundary condition of the simulation box.). (b) Comparison of net diffusion of water molecules into the 
SW phase in the three model systems. 
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densities of different components along the z-direction of the system in 
the early stage of the simulations were characterized to investigate the 
structure of the interface. As the density profiles of the systems plotted in 
Fig. 17a and Fig. SI10 show, the density values of both pure water and 
heptane agree well with experimental values (around 1.0 g/cm3 and 
0.68 g/cm3, respectively). With the addition of ions, the water density in 
the SW was slightly lower than the PW phase (Fig. 17a), due to the ef-
fects of volume exclusion and structural coordination of ions on the 
nearby water molecules as observed in other studies [66,67]. Here, both 
sodium and chloride ions might undergo hydration reactions and sur-
rounding shells of water molecules were obviously formed, as snapshots 
shown in Fig. 17a. Furthermore, each system contained two well- 
defined interfaces between oil and the two water solutions, due to the 
immiscibility of the water and oil molecules. The average of interfacial 
thickness and interfacial tension of each interface was determined by the 
ion concentration, as seen from results given in Fig. 17b. The interfacial 
thickness was calculated here using the 90–90 criterion [68], namely the 
distance between two lines, where the local density is equal to 90% of 
the respective bulk value (the blue region highlighted in Fig. 17b). The 
interfacial tension, γ, was calculated from the following equation [69]: 

γ =
1
2
Lz[pzz −

1
2
(pxx + pyy)] (6)  

where Lz is the length of the simulation domain in the z-direction; pxx, 
pyy, pzz are the stress tensor components in the x, y, and z directions, 
respectively. More detailed information on the calculation is given in 
Section SI-10. The calculated interfacial tension for the heptane/water 
interface is around 49.8 mN/m, which agreed well with the experi-
mental value of 50.1 mN/m [70]. The results indicated that higher 
salinity led to higher interfacial tension, and at the same time lower 
interfacial thickness. The dependence of both interfacial tension and 
thickness was in line with observations in previous studies [48,71,72]. 
Such dependence can be attributed to the strong electrostatic force 
induced by ions in the solution, where water molecules strongly bound 
to the ions and restrained the tendency of migration to the interface. 

Therefore, higher salinity led to a lower miscibility of SW and heptane. 
Lower salinity contrast also resulted in a reduction of probability of 
water diffusion through the interface into the oil phase, which drove the 
net inflow of water molecules from PW into SW (Fig. 16b). 

The salinity also significantly affected water diffusion. Water diffu-
sion can be quantitatively characterized by water molecular mean 
square displacement (MSD) in the three systems with various salinity, 
which are shown in Fig. 17c. The water molecular diffusion coefficient 
(D) was evaluated using the following equation: 

D =
1
6

lim
t→∞

dMSD
dt

(7) 

The diffusion coefficient of water molecules in PW (pure water) 
phase in all systems was found to be around 5.16 ± 0.39 μm2/ms, 
matching well with values by experiments and other simulations (5–5.5 
μm2/ms) [73,74]. With the increasing salinity, the diffusion coefficient 
decreased significantly, yielding values of ± 0.28 and 2.98 ± 0.27 μm2/ 
ms for systems with 5% and 20% salinity, respectively. Higher salinity 
resulted in slower water diffusion. Such results were expected, as the 
attraction of ions to water molecules and the formation of hydrated ions, 
on the one hand, hindered the diffusion of water molecules and, on the 
other hand, decreased the number of free molecules in the system. The 
result was also consistent with the analysis of changes in the interface 
structure. Therefore, the existence of hydrated ion structure not only 
affects the migration of water molecules but also weakens their solubi-
lity in oil at the oil-water interface. This effect resulted in a lower sol-
ubility of water in oil in the SW side, which drives the phenomenon of 
directional net flow of water towards the high salinity water (as 
described in Fig. 16b). 

4.5. Future works 

In this paper, we have systematically studied water diffusion through 
two pure alkane phases and its effect on oil movement. However, one 
point that needs to be studied is the salinity effect of other alkanes and 

Fig. 17. Molecular scale water dynamics. (a) Density profiles of the major components in the 0%-oil-20% system. (b) Profiles of interfacial tension and thickness in 
the 0%-oil-20% system. (c) The representative change of mean square displacement (MSD) of water molecules with time in three different water solution phases. 
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real crude oil. Note that the contribution of water diffusion through oil 
phase to final oil recovery is still questionable. Other mechanisms, e.g., 
wettability alteration, multi-component ion exchange, and double-layer 
expansion, are also debatable and play crucial roles in enhanced oil 
recovery. We also believe natural surfactants that are present in crude 
oil, such as the asphaltenes composed of polyaromatic carbon rings, can 
form microemulsion within oil near the low-salinity water-oil interface, 
and form an additional driving force for the diffusion of water toward 
the high-salinity water. The microemulsion size and distribution may be 
highly influenced by the salt concentration [45]. Therefore, our further 
investigations are to conduct microfluidic experiments involving sur-
factants in the alkane phases and to describe the emulsion movement 
under salinity contrast using MD simulations. In addition, the water 
diffusion into the oil phase could be enhanced at elevated temperatures 
such as those under reservoir conditions because of the faster movement 
of water molecules. The temperature effects should be further explored 
in future studies. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

In summary, this study focused on providing a better understanding 
of the water transport processes occurring in porous oil reservoirs, 
which affect oil movement during low-salinity water flooding. The hy-
pothesis of water diffusion through the oil phase induced by the solu-
bility difference was expounded, and the oil was dislodged and is thus 
available for remobilization. To mimic the low-salinity water flooding in 
an oil reservoir, two series of microscopic experiments were conducted 
to establish a sandwich-like system of LSW-oil-HSW in hydrophobic 
micro-chips. We noted that for both hydrocarbons the HSW areas 
significantly increased when there was a salinity contrast with the LSW. 
In contrast, there was no visible change in the reference experiments 
that HSW and LSW had no salinity difference. The features of water 
diffusion were assessed for two pure hydrocarbons at the microscopic 
scale. Moreover, to advance our insights into the behavior of water 
molecules in the alkanes, molecular dynamic (MD) simulations were 
performed with three cases of NaCl concentration difference across an 
oil film of heptane. We described the trajectory of water diffusion 
through heptane from low-salinity water to high-salinity water, inves-
tigated the statistical results of dynamic net inflow of water molecules 
into HSW, and determined interfacial tension and the diffusion co-
efficients of water in heptane for the various salinity systems. By 
combining the pore-scale experiments and molecular-scale modeling, 
we draw the following conclusions.  

• Water is capable to diffuse through the studied alkane phases, i.e., 
heptane and dodecane, due to a salinity contrast, which causes the 
expansion of disconnected high-salinity water and displacement of 
constrained oil. Using osmosis theory only cannot fully explain water 
transport in the oil phase and the HSW expansion during low-salinity 
water flooding.  

• Ionic strength and the hydrocarbon chain length both play important 
roles in water diffusion. Heptane and dodecane both were found to 
be diffusive to water, and this property could be significantly 
affected by the salinity contrast at two sides of alkanes. A salinity 
contrast of 1.7 g/L-170 g/L caused a higher water volumetric flux in 
both alkanes than 50 g/L-170 g/L. Dodecane showed a higher 
diffusivity to water but a faster drop at the initial period (t*<25) than 
heptane. After the period of t*>50, dodecane and heptane had closer 
water volumetric fluxes. However, it was difficult to conclude that 
there was a simple relationship between the chain length of hydro-
carbon and water diffusivity.  

• For both alkanes, the difference in water volumetric flux between the 
case of 1.7 g/L- 170 g/L and the case of 50 g/L-170 g/L were not 
proportional to the salinity contrast during the experimental period. 
We hypothesized that the continuously diluting HSW domain caused 
a changing water solubility at the HSW-alkane interface, leading to 

the non-linear change of water concentration difference across the 
alkane phase.  

• Through conducting MD simulation, we observed water molecules 
transported through the heptane phase and a higher number of water 
molecules passed the water-heptane interface driven by ion con-
centration differences. There was a net flux of water molecules to-
wards the high salinity water. Meanwhile, based on the calculated 
profiles of ions, almost no ions appear at the oil-water interface and 
inside the heptane phase. Sodium ions and chloride ions underwent 
hydration reactions with surrounding water molecules to form a 
structure of hydrated ions.  

• By investigating the interfacial tension changes and mean square 
displacement (MSD) calculations, we conclude that higher salinity 
leads to a lower diffusion coefficient of water molecules (around 4.48 
and 2.98 μm2/ms for 5% and 20%, respectively), i.e., slower water 
movement. Moreover, high salinity reduces the probability of water 
diffusion through the interface into the oil phase. This leads to lower 
solubility of water in oil near the oil-HSW interface and thus verifies 
the experimental result that the direction of net water movement is 
towards high salinity water. 
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